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Candidates for President-Elect 
Two-year term. Vote for one candidate.  

Doreen C. Harper
PhD, RN, FAAN 
Dean and Fay B. Ireland Endowed Chair 
University of Alabama at Birmingham School of Nursing

Leadership Profile: 
Doreen Harper, an  Academy Fellow since 1994, has served on the Academy Board (2007-2009), co-chaired the Program Planning 
Committee (2008-2009) and participated in the development of the Academy’s Strategic Plan and Priority Goals (2008-2009). 
A career-committed nurse practitioner, she has been a member of the Academy’s Primary Care Task Force, an active member of 
the Academy’s “Have You Ever Served?” initiative and Liaison to the Aging Expert Panel. Beyond the Academy, Dr. Harper’s 
global leadership activities have further demonstrated the power of nursing knowledge to transform health policy. Specifically, 
she has  collaborated with the Veterans Administration to demonstrate and refine their VA Nursing Academic Partnership Program 
(VANAP) and has recent publications about this in Nursing Outlook; also, she now serves as a federal appointee to the Depart-
ment of Veterans Affairs, National Academic Affiliations Council. Dr. Harper has served as Board Member and President of the 
National Organization of Nurse Practitioner Faculties (NONPF), successfully advancing the development of a national database 
for current NPs and those in graduate programs. As Dean at two academic health centers, most recently at UAB School of Nurs-
ing (2005-present), her life’s work has focused on building environments in which faculty, students and staff can do their best 
work translating nursing knowledge and practice for the ultimate goal of improving the health of the public. Further, she plans to 
harness the power of local and regional partnerships for policy improvement. In today’s fractured political system, the lesson of 
working locally for the good of the community and sustainable change has never been so important.  

Candidate Statement:  
I am enthusiastic about the opportunity to serve as President of the Academy. The Academy’s mission is important to the public. 
The Strategic Priorities are defined. The pool of The Academy talent is diverse and eager. We must now define winning strategies 
to accomplish our goals. Never before have partnerships been so important for moving our agenda forward. Further, the national 
bottleneck on legislative progress suggests that a focus on coordinated regional and local initiatives is timely. I want to lead the 
The Academy during this important period. 

Throughout my academic nursing career in public university AHCs, I have built partnerships to advance initiatives that led to 
positive and sustained change. At UMASS (Worchester) and now at UAB, where I have served as dean, I have developed mutu-
ally beneficial academic-practice partnerships that resulted in a more diverse nursing and health workforce, stronger curriculum, 
inter-professional education programs and innovative practice models. My colleagues and I have led initiatives that resulted in 
improved care to traditionally marginalized populations locally and abroad. Partnerships, based on shared values and goals, were 
always fundamental to our success.  

When we focus on the needs of the public, we can forge creative alliances. I have demonstrated success in advancing initiatives 
that impact health outcomes across the USA, despite the politics of region or the moment. Keenly aware of the nation’s challenges 
in achieving health equity, I look forward to this opportunity to serve the Academy—aligning the Academy’s collective voice to 
transform policy and practice through nursing knowledge and leadership. 
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Candidates for President-Elect 
Two-year term. Vote for one candidate.  

Eileen M. Sullivan-Marx 
PhD, RN, FAAN 
Dean and Erline Perkins McGriff Professor                                                                              
New York University Rory Meyers College of Nursing 

Leadership Profile:  
Eileen Sullivan-Marx is Dean of NYU Rory Meyers College of Nursing, Erline Perkins McGriff Professor of Nursing, 
and Professor Emerita of Scholarly Practice, Clinician-Educator, University of Pennsylvania School of Nursing.  She 
is known for policy and research leadership in care for older adults, testing methods of payment for nurse practitioners, 
sustaining models of care using advanced practice nurses locally and globally, and developing aging health policy.  
Dr. Sullivan-Marx holds fellowships in the American Academy of Nursing, the Gerontology Society of America and 
the New York Academy of Medicine and serves on the board of the Arnold P. Gold Foundation. She is an Academy 
Edge Runner. From 2010-12, she was an American Political Science Congressional Fellow and Senior Advisor to the 
CMS Office of Medicaid and Medicare Coordination and worked to bring promising models of care to scale. In 2008, 
she chaired the Pennsylvania Commission on Senior Care Services. In 2006, she co chaired the public communication 
committee of the Philadelphia Emergency Preparation Review Commission. In New York City, she is co chair of the 
Mayor’s Summit on Mental Health Workforce Planning. Of note, she was the first nurse to serve as the American  
Nurses Association representative to the American Medical Association RVS Update Committee.  

Candidate Statement:  
I enthusiastically seek the President Elect position in the American Academy of Nursing at this time when our policies 
and actions will have benefits for the health and lives of society especially for those at risk. As a policy leader, I am 
grounded in the science and practice of nursing and have successes in government relations at a state, local, and  
national levels. As a nursing leader, I focus on bringing the voice and action of nursing to all policy and system sectors 
of health care.  My career contributions include: 1) forging regulatory and policy change enabling all nurses be  
included in private and government payment, 2) establishing and sustaining innovative nurse driven care models, and  
3) leading educational and practice institutions to position nurses for full recognition and engagement. While an  
Academy Board Member (2011-15), I led Strategic Goal #2 to increase the policy impact of nursing knowledge 
through our Edge Runner work resulting in higher numbers and visibility. I now co-chair the Academy’s Raise the 
Voice (RTV) Campaign and the RTV’s National Advisory Committee. As board liaison for four years to the newly 
established Military Veterans EP in 2011, I am very proud of the work we did to foster the, “Have You Ever Served 
Campaign?” funded by a foundation grant. As a dean, I have experience in fund raising, garnering several large gifts 
for NYU, and would bring these skills to the Academy. I seek to sustain and grow the Academy’s strong professional 
partnerships to continue its national impact.
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Candidates for Treasurer 
Two-year term. Vote for one candidate.  

Michael L. Evans 
PhD, RN, NEA-BC, FACHE, FAAN 
Dean and Professor, Texas Tech University 
Health Sciences Center School of Nursing  

Leadership Profile: 
Michael Evans is Dean and Professor of the Texas Tech University Health Sciences Center School of Nursing.  As 
a hospital chief nursing officer for 25 years and then dean for 11 years, he is one of the relatively few nurses whose 
career has bridged from hospital nursing administration to academic nursing administration. After serving as Treasurer 
and President of the Texas Nurses Association, he was elected to the position of Chair of the American Nurses Asso-
ciation Constituent Assembly and then to the offices of ANA Secretary and then ANA Treasurer. Dr. Evans recently 
completed two terms as President of the American Nurses Credentialing Center.  Under his leadership, all of the  
programs in ANCC grew and prospered.  He played a key role in launching the global reach of ANCC through the  
creation ANCC World.  As an active member of the Academy, Dr. Evans was elected to a three-year term on the  
Fellow Selection Committee and was involved in selecting and admitting over 500 new fellows to contribute to the 
work of the Academy. He is also a member of the Academy’s President’s Circle and a supporter of the Rheba de 
Tornyay Development Fund. Dr. Evans is board certified as an advanced nurse executive by ANCC and is also board 
certified in healthcare management and a fellow of the American College of Healthcare Executives. 
 
Candidate Statement:  
I am proud and honored to be considered for the office of Treasurer of the American Academy of Nursing.  Having 
been in the role of hospital chief nursing officer for 25 years, I have been responsible for very large budgets and for 
financial management of complex operations.  As a dean for the past 11 years in two different schools, one private and 
the other public, I have been responsible for financial operations involving the administration of large budgets and 
fundraising from a variety of sources.  I served as Treasurer of the Texas Nurses Association prior to being elected 
President.  I also served 8 years on the Board of Directors of the American Nurses Association, including serving in 
the office of ANA Treasurer.  After having served in these roles, I am very comfortable and competent in the role of 
Treasurer.  In addition to being a member of the board of directors and being fully informed about all the issues facing 
the profession and the association, I am experienced in providing the financial perspectives and fiduciary implications 
to the board during deliberations on any issue.  I am also experienced in the vital board functions of strategic planning 
as well as policy formulation and execution.  If elected, I will commit to working with other officers and directors in 
advancing the goals and mission of the Academy.  Thank you for considering my experience, my qualifications and my 
absolute commitment to serve the Academy well in this important role.
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Candidates for Treasurer 
Two-year term. Vote for one candidate.  

Paula F. Milone-Nuzzo 
PhD, RN, FHHC, FAAN 
Dean and Professor  
The Pennsylvania State University College of Nursing 

Leadership Profile:  
Paula Milone-Nuzzo is a Professor and inaugural Dean of the College of Nursing at The Pennsylvania State University. 
During her career at Penn State, she led the successful advancement of the School’s work that enabled transitioning 
the School from a department within an interdisciplinary college to an independent School to a College of Nursing 
with equity with all the other colleges in the university. Appointed by former Governor Ed Rendell to the Leadership 
Council of the Pennsylvania Center for Health Careers, she completed a six year term of service addressing complex 
healthcare workforce issues in Pennsylvania. That appointment provided the foundation for her current role as Board 
Chair of the Pennsylvania Action Coalition, the organization responsible for addressing the IOM goals in Pennsylvania. 
On behalf of the Academy, she has served on the 2000 and 2009 Annual Meeting Planning Committees, chaired the 
2009 Abstract Review Committee, was a member of the Nominating Committee (2006-2008), a member of the Finance 
Committee (2011-2015), and is the current Treasurer. Dr. Milone-Nuzzo has served in key board positions in the past, 
including: Board President of a Visiting Nurse Agency; Vice President of the Connecticut Association for Home Care; 
and President of the Pennsylvania Higher Education Nursing Schools Association. Currently, she serves on the  
Editorial Board of the Journal of Nursing Education and is Board Chair for Mount Nittany Medical Center. In August 
of 2017, Dr. Milone-Nuzzo will assume the role of President of the MGH Institute of Health Professions.  
 
Candidate Statement:  
I would be honored to continue to serve the Academy in the role of Treasurer for another two year term. During my 
tenure as Treasurer, I have contributed to the development of sound fiscal policies and annual balanced budgets that 
support strategic growth. I recognize the importance of fiscal accountability for the short and long term health of the 
Academy and I have been committed to assuring our financial health. The ability of the Academy to advance nursing’s 
role in improving health is dependent on engagement of the Fellows and responsible fiscal management. Over the last 
two years, we have increased transparency regarding Academy finances through quarterly FAAN mail reports from the 
Finance Committee and by including an Open Forum on Finance at the Annual Meeting. If elected, I would continue 
to advance the Academy’s fiscal health and, therefore, the strategic agenda of the Academy. I have a proven history of 
developing innovative approaches to creating new revenue streams to support organizations. Further, as a board mem-
ber, I would bring experience in designing and managing change to meet the goals of the organization. I am passionate 
about our profession and the role that nurses can play in positively influencing health care by using evidence in the 
service of strong policy. A fiscally healthy Academy must play an integral role in shaping the future of health care.      
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Candidates for Board of Directors 
Two-year term. Vote for three candidates.  

Susan A. Albrecht 
PhD, CRNP-BC, FAAN 
Associate Dean 
University of Pittsburgh School of Nursing 

Leadership Profile: 
Susan Albrecht’s academic and professional experiences as a higher education administrator, educator, and researcher will 
continue to benefit the academy. She has served as the Associate Dean and Associate Professor at the University of Pitts-
burgh, School of Nursing.  She also chairs the Nursing education certificate program and the School Nurse program.  She 
teaches students at all levels including Nurse Practitioners.

I have been active in the Academy since my induction in 2002.  I served as an elected board member for the Association 
of Women’s Health, Obstetrics and Neonatal Nursing.  I also was the President Elect and President of this organization. 
One of my key roles was to assist in the development of AWHONN’s Strategic Plan. This work provided a natural progres-
sion to serve on the Breastfeeding Expert Panel and the Maternal & Infant Expert Panel.  Leadership positions in nursing 
and other healthcare organizations include serving as President of the Pennsylvania State Nurses Association, President 
of Sigma Theta Tau (regional), elected member of the American Nurses Association’s Congress on Nursing Practice and 
Economics, served as an elected delegate representing Pennsylvania at the ANA and the Jessie M. Scott award nomination 
committee. Currently, I serve on the Early Head Start Board of Directors.

My research has been funded by grants from Sigma Theta Tau, the American Heart Association, the American and the NIH 
National Institute for Nursing Research.  Presently, I serve as a Co-PI on a HRSA grant on SBIRT (K Puskar, PI) and an 
expert faculty advisor on a Fetal Alcohol grant (A. Mitchell, PI).  

Candidate Statement:  
I am grateful to be nominated to serve on the Academy Board of Directors the past 2 years and would welcome the op-
portunity to continue to serve as a board member.  I have been an active member of the Academy since being inducted as 
a Fellow in 2002.  I was elected to the Fellow Selection Committee for 2 terms as a member, Co-Chair and Chair.  This 
committee provided a tremendous learning opportunity.  In 2016, I chaired the Health Policy Conference.  This commit-
tee also offered a chance to work closely with fellows and health care leaders.  I remain very active on the Breastfeeding 
Expert Panel.  In the past 9 years, I contributed to health policy documents, published with breastfeeding panel members 
and Jonas Scholars.  Currently, I am the liaison from the Board of Directors to both the Maternal Child Expert Panel and 
the Breastfeeding panel.  I strive to raise funds for the Health Policy Conference and a have contributed to the President’s 
Circle the last 5 years.

I am honored to be a candidate for the Board of Directors and, if elected I pledge to work diligently on behalf of the acade-
my to transform health policy into practice through nursing knowledge.  If re-elected, I would continue to contribute to the 
advancement of the Academy goals and mission which includes the strategic plan, expert panels, recruiting diverse fellow 
applicants, and assisting with the Health Policy Conference.
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Candidates for Board of Directors 
Two-year term. Vote for three candidates.  

Debra J. Barksdale 
PhD, FNP-BC, CNE, FAANP, FAAN 
Professor and Associate Dean 
Virginia Commonwealth University School of Nursing 

Leadership Profile:  
Debra Barksdale has been privileged to serve in several prominent leadership positons. Currently, she is Associate Dean 
of Academic Affairs at VCU. She is still the only nurse ever appointed to the Board of Governors of the Patient- 
Centered Outcomes Research Institute (PCORI) which was created by the Affordable Care Act of 2010 and she  
currently chair one of three major strategy committees of the Board, the Engagement, Dissemination and Implemen-
tation Committee (EDIC). Dr. Barksdale also served as one of only two nurses appointed to the Veterans Choice Act 
of 2014 Blue Ribbon Panel. As a Robert Wood Johnson Foundation Executive Nurse Fellow, Dr. Barksdale created a 
mentored leadership program initially focused on preparing minority nurse educators to assume leadership positions in 
nurse practitioner programs. This year-long mentored leadership program is now preparing for its 4th cohort and it is 
open to all. In the Academy, Dr. Barksdale is a member of the Primary Care Expert Panel and was honored to serve on 
the planning and writing group for the conference on Preparing Registered Nurses for Enhanced Roles in Primary Care. 
 
Candidate Statement:  
I would be honored to serve as a member of the Board of Directors of the American Academy of Nursing. I have served 
on many types of boards (Directing, Governing, Advisory, Executive, Policy, etc.) and take seriously the responsibility 
entrusted to Board by the membership. I understand that the Academy serves the public and the nursing community by 
advancing policy and practice to reform the American health system. A major function of the Academy Board of  
Directors is to manage the property, business, and affairs of the organization. I have the experience, drive and  
motivation to serve the membership to further promote and enhance the mission of the Academy. 
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Candidates for Board of Directors 
Two-year term. Vote for three candidates.  

Jane Englebright 
PhD, RN, CENP, FAAN  
Chief Nurse Executive and Senior Vice President  
HCA Healthcare

Leadership Profile:  
Jane Englebright is the Chief Nurse Executive and Senior Vice President for HCA Healthcare.  She leads 81,000 nurses 
across 170 hospitals and 120 ambulatory surgical centers in the United States and the United Kingdom. For over 20 years 
Dr. Englebright has advanced clinical nursing practice through her unique leadership approach that combines knowledge 
of technological solutions, nursing theories and research with change management strategies.  She has initiated numerous 
knowledge-driven initiatives which have advanced patient safety and clinical improvements, including barcode enabled 
safety technologies and electronic documentation using a standard taxonomy to generate a data warehouse and to guide 
evidence-based practice. 

Dr. Englebright is nationally and internationally known for her executive leadership knowledge with numerous presenta-
tions at national conferences, publications, and invitations to serve on national and international committees that address 
patient safety and other executive issues.  She has served on the Board of Directors of the Joint Commission for six years 
and currently chairs the finance committee for that board.  She serves as adjunct faculty at Vanderbilt University School 
of Nursing and is actively involved in conducting her own research as well as working with doctoral students. Dr. Engle-
bright is a true executive and knowledgeable nursing practice leader who will be able to support and advance the Acade-
my to meet future challenges in the healthcare industry.  
 
Candidate Statement:  
I welcome the opportunity to serve on the Board of the American Academy of Nursing.  I became a member of the 
Academy when inducted as a Fellow in 2013.  At my first annual meeting, I became the Secretary for the Expert Panel on 
Informatics and Technology and have continued to serve in other leadership team positions.   
 
I have participated in organizing policy dialogs, writing policy briefs, and developing dissemination plans for the Expert 
Panel.  Currently the Informatics and Technology Expert Panel is working collaboratively with two other expert panels, 
Quality and Genomics, addressing several diverse issues.  In these activities, as well as the Boards’ initiatives influencing 
nursing practice in the country, my previous executive experience, technological knowledge and national committee expe-
riences will help me advance the work of the Academy’s Board.  
 
In this time of change and challenge for healthcare, there is a need for national visibility of nursing practice in  federal 
standards, legislation, and quality debate.  The Academy must be a strong voice to keep nursing and patient care concerns 
at the forefront of the nation’s healthcare issues.  I have the skills necessary to support the Academy in providing that 
visible and vocal presence in the national discourse. 

I firmly support the Academy’s financial commitments.  I joined the President’s Circle in 2014 and contribute annually 
to the Rheba de Tornyay Development Fund. I believe I can bring my expertise and experience to the Academy Board of 
Directors and advance the mission and goals of the Academy.  
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Candidates for Board of Directors 
Two-year term. Vote for three candidates.  

Donna Sullivan Havens 
PhD, RN, FAAN 
Professor 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill  
School of Nursing 

Leadership Profile:  
Donna Sullivan Havens is a tenured professor, Healthcare Systems and Outcomes, in the School of Nursing at the Uni-
versity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, where she  served as the Interim Dean for 2 ½ years and a Division Chair.  She 
has experience influencing policy initiatives in the professional, public and private sectors. She completed an internship 
with a state Nurses Association lobbyist, working with legislators and their staff to promote policy to improve health 
and nursing practice. Later, the PA State Department of Health selected her to Chair their Interdisciplinary Task Force 
on the Nursing Work Environment and Retention and as the nurse researcher on their Interdisciplinary Task Force on 
their Health Professions Workforce Study Group which produced a white paper to guide state workforce policy. In ad-
dition to her Academy leadership, she has served in numerous policy/advisory/leadership roles in national/international 
professional organizations which equip her with comprehensive knowledge, understanding and networks to enhance 
the board member role. For instance, appointment to the American Nurses Credentialing Center Magnet Commission 
and election as the current chair, appointment by the American Organization of Nurse Executives Board to the Future 
Patient Care Delivery Committee, as a director on their Foundation for Leadership and as chair of their Foundation’s 
Nursing Research Committee provided valuable insights and enabled her to establish important connections. Through 
these experiences, she developed skills as a boundary spanner which would serve a Board member well. 

Candidate Statement:  
Academy fellows entrust board members with significant responsibility for moving Academy priorities forward, to 
promote the welfare of society and the profession.  Therefore, I am honored to be nominated to serve on the Academy 
Board. I have been a member of the Academy since 2004, actively participating on two Expert Panels, the Expert Panel 
on Magnet and the Expert Panel on Building Healthcare System Excellence—and eventually providing leadership to 
both panels as the chair. These experiences provided opportunities for frequent interaction with board members and 
board liaisons to bring the Academy’s mission to life and gain valuable insights into the board member role. If elected, 
my service would be informed by rich experiences in policy, practice, administration, education, research, and edu-
cational administration. My professional journey includes studying the organizational features of excellent nursing 
practice environments and the delivery of excellent patient care.  This knowledge has been integrated into curricula 
to prepare future nurse leaders and implemented through partnerships with nurse leaders and clinical nurses to “shape 
systems to promote desired outcomes”.  This career trajectory has enabled me develop a broad understanding and ap-
preciation for key issues related to policy, practice, research and education in concert with the Academy’s mission. As 
a member of the Board of Directors, I will diligently serve the fellowship, the public and the nursing profession. Thank 
you for considering me to serve you on the Academy board.  
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Candidates for Board of Directors 
Two-year term. Vote for three candidates.  

Angie Millan 
DNP, RN, FAAN 
Nursing Director, Children’s Medical Services, 
Los Angeles County Public Health 

Leadership Profile:  
Angie Millan currently serves as nursing director for Children’s Medical Services (CMS) at the County of Los Ange-
les’ Department of Public Health. In this position she plans, directs, coordinates and administers nursing programs for 
CMS, which encompasses California Children’s Services; Child, Health and Disability Prevention; and Health Care 
Program for Children in Foster Care programs.  Dr. Millan was previously National President of the National Associ-
ation of Hispanic Nurses, past member of the Nursing Advisory Council of the Joint Commission, and a member of 
the Commission to End Healthcare Disparities.  She currently serves as a Board Member on the National Association 
of Hispanic Nurses, serves as a Commissioner for the Office of Statewide Health Planning and Development Califor-
nia Healthcare Workforce Policy Commission, and is a member of the Chamberlain University Board of Trustees. Dr. 
Millan has supported the Academy by completing three years of service in the Academy Fellow Selection Committee, 
is a current member of the Academy Cultural Competence and Health Equity Expert Panel and the Academy Million 
Hearts Subcommittee.  | 
 
Candidate Statement:  
If elected to serve as a Board Member of the American Academy of Nursing, I will continue to be an active and en-
gaged member of the Academy. My diverse background of collaborating with at risk populations brings a unique per-
spective to our Board.  My leadership on various boards and organizations at the State and National level will provide 
me with the experience to competently function as a board member of the Academy.  I am excited to have the further 
opportunity to develop and implement strategies that support the Academy’s Vision of “transforming health policy and 
practice through nursing knowledge and leadership”. 
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Candidates for Board of Directors 
Two-year term. Vote for three candidates.  

Linda D. Scott 
PhD, RN, NEA-BC, FAAN 
Dean and Professor  
University of Wisconsin-Madison School of Nursing 

Leadership Profile:  
Linda Scott is Dean and Professor at University of Wisconsin-Madison School of Nursing.  Now completing her second 
year on the Academy Board of Directors, she serves as board liaison to several expert panels (health behavior, cultural 
competence, psych-mental health), and committees (ethics, diversity and inclusivity) to enhance communication among 
the members and to facilitate the work of the Academy. She served on the 2016 policy conference planning committee, 
and is the current co-chair for the 2017 policy conference. Dr. Scott has supported the development fund initiatives of the 
Academy including President Circle membership and the philanthropic contributions of others, while adhering to fiduciary 
policies and procedures.  As past chair and co-chair of the Fellow Selection Committee (FSC) for two years, she facilitated 
the work of the FSC to evaluate noteworthy contributions of Academy Fellow nominees from diverse foci, perspectives, 
and backgrounds. In this role, she promoted an environment in which the FSC could engage in thoughtful deliberations 
and rigorous decision making processes that supported the Academy’s mission, vision and outcomes based on established 
membership criteria. She also collaborated with the Academy’s Diversity and Inclusivity Taskforce to achieve their goals 
to maximize diversity within the Academy including joint presentations and assisting with the development of a diversity 
assessment tool.  Her leadership roles in other professional organizations include board membership and journal editorial 
responsibilities.  She has been recently been appointed to the editorial board of Nursing Outlook. She welcomes the  
opportunity to continue her leadership contribution to the Academy. 

Candidate Statement:  
It would be my honor to continue to serve the Academy as a member of the Board of Directors.  In this era of health care 
transformation, the Academy is recognized as a major force in addressing social determinants and global factors that influ-
ence the health of populations.  During the past two years, I have used my background and expertise as a nurse clinician, 
administrator, academician, and scientist to assist the Academy’s implementation of its strategic agenda and accomplish 
its policy endeavors.  I continue to be a consistent champion for equitable and accessible quality health care for diverse 
and vulnerable populations, and the processes that would increase diversification of the nursing workforce.  As a member 
of the Academy Board, I bring a continued energy and commitment to quality, diversity, inclusion, and equity.  I am also 
committed to working with the Board and Academy Fellows to implement innovative strategies to maximize member 
engagement. My involvement with professional organizations provides an avenue to represent the Academy and commu-
nicate its position on health care issues and policy formation.  As a nursing dean and health services researcher, I am active 
in national and international education and scientific communities. The impact of my research and networking is visible in 
professional standards and position statements developed by several organizations and regulatory bodies. By continuing 
my service for a second term on the Board of Directors, I look forward to advancing the Academy’s agenda and visibility, 
and making optimal decisions that maximize positive health policy outcomes across the globe. 
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Candidates for Board of Directors 
Two-year term. Vote for three candidates.  

Patricia Hinton Walker 
PhD, RN, PCC, CBCC, FAAN 
Vice President for Strategic Initiatives 
Uniform Services University of the Health Sciences 

Leadership Profile:  
Patricia Hinton Walker welcomes the opportunity to continue to serve on the Academy Board of Directors and leverage her 
knowledge, expertise and interprofessional networks in shaping the Academy’s policy initiatives.  Leading expert pan-
els, she advocated for rural providers and patients and for evidence-driven practice through Practice-based Research and 
Informatics/Technology Expert Panels.  In Department of Defense leadership roles, she has supported Military and Veter-
ans agendas and sees opportunities to leverage our Defense Veterans Center for Integrative Pain Management (DVCIPM) 
outputs to help address the civilian opioid crisis highlighted in her Acupuncture publication in Nursing Outlook. Rapid 
transitions to an increasingly technology-driven health system incorporating data/information from: patient/person gener-
ated, lifestyle-related (mHealth) data, genomic data from Precision Health and Medicine Initiatives, and data-mining for 
research and machine-learning provide opportunities and challenges. The IOM and healthcare systems increasingly recog-
nize that nurses are uniquely positioned to improve individual and population health through patient/person engagement 
using coaching and data-informed strategies for healthier lifestyles and chronic care management. Dr. Hinton Walker is a 
coach and involved in educating interprofessional providers in coaching.  She also serves as a leader in establishing nation-
al requirements and credentialing for these emerging coaching roles. As current Board Liaison to several Expert Panels, 
she is participating in the development of two Policy Dialogues (with Quality, Health Systems, Primary Care, Informatics, 
Genomics, and Ethics Expert Panels) for the 2017 Academy Conference.   
 
Candidate Statement:  
Based on consistent Academy leadership and service (most recently on your Academy Board of Directors), I will continue 
to advance Academy agendas through policy and innovation in inter-professional practice, education, and research.  From 
board-liaison responsibilities to several Expert Panels, I have leveraged my knowledge and experience in federal policy/
practice issues, informatics and emerging science to support and advance the voice and agenda of the Academy.  
Past Academy service includes: leadership (1995-2010) for emerging Academy Expert Panels including: Rural Health,  
Practice-Based Research Networks and Informatics/Technology.  As co-leader, Practice-Based Research Expert Panel 
(1996), we obtained an AHRQ Conference Grant for an invitational conference with nursing and inter-professional  
speakers to advance and track APRN practice. Then, we published proceedings in Nursing Outlook, where I continue to 
serve as a reviewer.  In 2010, as Chair of Informatics and Technology Expert Panel, I led a successful Academy  
Pre-Conference to influence informatics/technology policy and educate members in order to improve documentation of 
nursing’s health care contributions.  If re-elected as board member, I will continue to provide support for policy dialogues, 
publications and other initiatives to advance the Academy’s goals. I will leverage past service on the Fellow Selection 
Committee (1998-2000), Program Planning Committee (2001,2005) and the Academy’s Development Committee (2005-
2012) to inform and support ongoing activities.  As a senior collaborative leader between the DoD and Veteran’s Adminis-
tration with previous HHS connections, I will continue to leverage governmental, nursing and inter-professional networks 
to advance Academy policy and practice agendas.  
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Candidates for Board of Directors 
Two-year term. Vote for three candidates.  

Kenneth R. White 
PhD, AGACNP, ACHPN, FACHE, FAAN
Professor and Associate Dean 
University of Virginia School of Nursing 

Leadership Profile:  
Kenneth R. White is currently Associate Dean for Strategic Partnerships and Innovation and the University of Virginia 
Medical Center Endowed Professor of Nursing at the University of Virginia (UVA) School of Nursing. He also holds 
appointments in the Darden School of Business, the McIntire School of Commerce, and the School of Medicine at UVA.  
Prior to this position, he was the Sentara Healthcare Professor and Director of the Graduate Program in Health  
Administration at Virginia Commonwealth University in Richmond, Virginia.  He has served on the Board of Governors  
of the American College of Healthcare Executives, where he received national and regional leadership awards. He has 
served on numerous editorial boards, hospital and health system boards, and he received national best book and best 
manuscript awards. Dr. White is a leader in health systems, nursing administration, and palliative care education as well as 
innovative partnerships in education and practice.  He currently serves on AAN’s Fellow Selection Committee, and he is 
the founding chair (2015-2018) of the LGBT Forum of the American College of Healthcare Executives.   

Candidate Statement:  
Serving as a member of the Board of Directors would be an honor and an opportunity to fulfill a promise to serve in 
leadership roles to advance the mission of the Academy.  I bring more than four decades of experience in health care 
organizations and positions - senior health system executive, palliative care nurse practitioner, consultant, academic leader, 
researcher, teacher, governing board member.  I will contribute strategic thinking and business acumen to the mission and 
future of a strong organization. 
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Candidates for Board of Directors 
Two-year term. Vote for three candidates.  

Rita Wray 
MBA, RNC, FAAN 
Founder and CEO 
Wray Enterprises, Inc. 

Leadership Profile:  
Rita Wray, is Founder & CEO of Wray Enterprises, Inc., a national independent health care consulting firm.  
Formerly, Wray held a gubernatorial appointment as Deputy Executive Director of the Mississippi Department of Finance 
and Administration which has responsibility for the management of the state’s $14 billion annual budget and provision 
of asset management for state owned property.  She holds a BSN degree from the University of North Alabama, a MBA 
from Jackson State University and is a Fellow in the American Academy of Nursing. Entrepreneur, author and lecturer, 
her career path has lead to a successful marriage of healthcare and business.  Wray is a nationally recognized consultant/
facilitator in the areas of regulatory compliance, risk management, leadership development, organizational effectiveness 
and strategic planning. Leadership positions include the International Women’s Forum/MS – Secretary, International 
Ballet Competition – Board of Directors, Chamberlain University - Board of Trustees, National Black Nurses Association 
– former Treasurer and Historian, and Nurses On Boards Coalition - Sustainability Committee Co-Chairperson. In AAN’s 
initiative, Institute of Nursing Leadership, National Advisory Council, serving as State Initiative Chairperson, Wray led 
strategy development recommending nurses to key decision making positions in each State.  A sustainable letter writing 
process was launched involving Academy fellows and gubernatorial representatives with appointing authority. In 2016 let-
ters were sent to 39 states, resulting in 18 fellows applying to 27 boards, commissions, etc. in 11 states. Current data shows 
41 fellows in 24 states with key decision making positions leading change to improve health, health care and drive policy.

Candidate Statement:  
A Fellow since 2008, it would be my privilege to advance the mission and strategic goals of the American Academy of 
Nursing through service on the Board of Directors.  With past and current Board service experiences such as, former 
treasurer - National Black Nurses Association, chairperson of finance committee - Chamberlain University, and vice 
chairperson - MS’s Personal Service Contract Review Board, I bring problem solving, strategic planning, fiscal & opera-
tional efficiency skills as well as public policy expertise and proven ability to lead outside of tradition boundaries. Career 
benchmarks addressing policy issues impacting quality healthcare span and are illustrated during several gubernatorial 
appointments to include as Vice Chair of the Mississippi Personal Service Contract Review Board (PSCRB), I led strategic 
legislative actions combining two State Boards [PSCRB & PPRB]. We increased efficiency and efficacy of the State and 
increased the number of healthcare professionals with contractual services.

As Vice Chairperson of the Mississippi Commission on the Status of Women, I led the charge providing heightened  
awareness of the gender wage gap resulting in a legislative study and actions to phase-in steps to decrease the gap.  
Additionally with the Academy’s initiative, Institute of Nursing Leadership, Conference Leadership Workshop, I served as 
a panelist “Getting Appointed and Serving: Lessons Learned” in 2015 and breakout session presenter “Shaping State-Wide 
Policy” in 2016. If elected as a Board Member, I pledge service with integrity, concentrated efforts in goal attainment and 
increased opportunities for member engagement - to serve would be a privilege.
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Candidates for Board of Directors 
Two-year term. Vote for three candidates.  

Deb Zimmermann 
DNP, RN, NEA-BC, FAAN 
Chief Nursing Officer & VP of Patient Care Services 
Virginia Commonwealth University Health System

Leadership Profile:  
Deb Zimmermann is the Chief Nursing Officer and Vice President of Patient Care Services at Virginia Commonwealth 
University Health System (VCUHS).  She served in the United States Army Nurse Corps, practiced as a nurse practi-
tioner, and for the past 20 years has served in executive positions in New York and Virginia. She is the past Chairperson 
of the ANCC Commission on Magnet®, is a Board member of the Virginia Organization of Nurse Executives & Lead-
ers, as a Fellow of the American Academy of Nursing, chairs the Academy’s expert panel on Building Health System 
Excellence. 

Her work has been dedicated to strengthening the education and influence of nurses, the creation of collaborative 
interprofessional care models across the continuum and quantifying the contribution of nurses in improving health out-
comes. Between 2011 and 2016, Dr. Zimmermann co-led the Virginia Action Coalition on Nursing Education, and in 
that period, the percentage of BSN prepared nurses increased from 49% to 55%. As Chair of the Magnet Commission, 
Dr. Zimmermann introduced and facilitated approval of Magnet standards on education, innovative models of nursing 
across the care continuum, and nurse sensitive outcome measures.

Dr. Deb Zimmermann is a proven leader who believes nursing can move from the most trusted to the most influential 
healthcare profession and positively impact the health of the nation.  
 
Candidate Statement: 
The American Academy of Nursing is uniquely positioned to influence public policy and improve the health of our citi-
zens. Nurses are transforming healthcare by creating systems for safe, timely, effective, efficient, patient-centered, equi-
table care. The Academy’s leadership in the transformation of primary care through partnership and redesign of nursing 
is showing signs of improving access to healthcare and improving clinician satisfaction. A growing body of evidence 
links team-based interprofessional care, in which registered nurses practice beyond traditional roles in all healthcare 
settings with improved clinical outcomes. Because the Academy can bring together experts and leaders from academia, 
research, public policy, and practice, this vital work is a priority and must be continued across the care continuum. We 
may not understand the politics in Washington D.C., but we know the population we serve is growing older and living 
longer with chronic illnesses.  The American Academy of Nursing has the opportunity to move nursing from the most 
trusted to the most trusted and influential of the healthcare professions. 
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Candidates for Ethics Committee 
Three-year term. Vote for two candidates.  

Melissa Spezia Faulkner 
PhD, RN, FAAN 
Professor, Georgia State University                                                                                                     
Byrdine F. Lewis School of Nursing

Leadership Profile:  
Melissa Faulkner is a professor and the Lewis Distinguished Chair in Nursing at the Byrdine F. Lewis School of Nurs-
ing and Health Professions at Georgia State University in Atlanta, GA. She has been a member of the American Acade-
my of Nursing since 2007, serving on the Child, Adolescent and Family (CAF) Expert Panel since her induction. Most 
recently, she worked with members of the CAF Panel to revise the guidelines for the nursing of children, adolescents 
and families (published in the Journal of Pediatric Health Care, http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.pedhc.2015.11.003.) 

Throughout her career, Dr. Faulkner has served in a variety of leadership roles, including Chief of Nursing of the 
Boling Center for Developmental Disabilities at the University of Tennessee Health Sciences Center, Associate Dean 
of Research at Arizona State University and Associate Dean of Educational Innovation at the Nell Hodgson Woodruff 
School of Nursing at Emory University. She has been an advocate for health policies that contribute to optimal out-
comes for persons from vulnerable groups living with disabilities and/or chronic illness. These efforts included serving 
on a state level committee for the development of programs for children with special health care needs and with  
professional organizations that provided advocacy for persons living with diabetes. Dr. Faulkner served as the  
President of the American Diabetes Association Community Leadership Board in Phoenix, Arizona, and has been an 
invited presenter for the Friends of the National Institute of Nursing Research (FNINR) to speak on Capitol Health on 
the economic and health burden of diabetes.

Candidate Statement:  
I welcome the opportunity to serve as a member of the American Academy of Nursing Ethics Committee.  Through 
both my own education and coursework in ethics that I provide to students in nursing and health-related disciplines, I 
have developed a comprehensive understanding of the importance of ethical issues and philosophical perspectives that 
guide ethical decision-making in a variety of professional circumstances.  I will uphold my responsibilities to  
provide thorough and thoughtful review of any situation that is presented to the committee regarding unwarranted 
action deemed to be of a possible unethical nature. As members of the Academy, we all commit to maintaining the 
highest level of professionalism. Unfortunately, there are circumstances that arise whereby some actions are called into 
question, whether they are intentional or otherwise. In my current advisory board role to the Healthcare Ethics  
Consortium with the Center on Ethics at Emory University, I have an association with an interdisciplinary group of 
nurses, physicians, lawyers, judges, clergy and ethicists with whom I could consult. All communication would be held 
in strict confidence with anonymity maintained and would receive prior approval by the Ethics Committee chair and  
appropriate Academy leadership prior to any outside consultation if this would be deemed necessary. 
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Candidates for Ethics Committee 
Three-year term. Vote for two candidates.  

Nelda Godfrey 
PhD, ACNS-BC, FAAN 
Professor and Associate Dean  
University of Kansas School of Nursing 

Leadership Profile:  
Nelda Godfrey is Professor and Associate Dean for Innovative Partnerships and Practice at the University of Kansas 
School of Nursing.  She is certified as an Adult Clinical Nurse Specialist and serves as the chair of the Standards Com-
mittee for the National League for Nursing’s Commission on Nursing Education Accreditation (NLN CNEA).  She is 
also a member of the American Nurses Association Ethics and Human Rights Advisory Board, beginning her term in 
January 2017.  Dr. Godfrey served 15 years on local hospital ethics committees and has been active for more than two 
decades in the Center for Practical Bioethics located in Kansas City.  She is the former secretary of the Missouri Nurses 
Association, current president of the Missouri Nurses Foundation, past co-lead of the Missouri Action Coalition spon-
sored by the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation, and past chair of the American Association of Colleges of Nursing’s 
Organizational Leadership Network.  

Dr. Godfrey has been an active member of the Academy since induction in 2012 and has been involved in the theo-
ry-guided practice expert panel, building excellence in nursing practice expert panel and most recently the bioethics 
expert panel.  She is an active contributor to both the Rheba de Tornyay and Institute for Nursing Leadership funds.  
She has sponsored three candidates who were inducted as members of the Academy.  
 

Candidate Statement:  
I have had an active interest in ethics throughout my nursing career.  I served for 15 years on local hospital ethics com-
mittees, and have been an active supporter of the Kansas City-based Center for Practical Bioethics for more than two 
decades.  I taught ethics in both undergraduate and graduate nursing programs and had the great good fortune to teach 
ethics and liberal arts for 14 years as part of the college critical inquiry curriculum at a liberal arts college. I currently 
serve as a member of the ANA Center for Ethics and Human Rights Advisory Board and as a member of the bioeth-
ics expert panel for the Academy.  I have co-authored a book with Dr. Nancy Crigger entitled “The Making of Nurse 
Professionals:  A Transformational, Ethical Approach”, and have co-authored numerous articles on virtue ethics, ethics 
application, and clinical ethics.  One of our articles is part of the National Council of State Boards of Nursing Learning 
Exchange designed to help disciplined RNs and LPNs reflect on what it means to practice professionally with our disci-
pline, and then seek to modify their behaviors. It would be a pleasure and honor to serve as a member of the Academy 
Ethics Committee. 
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Candidates for Ethics Committee 
Three-year term. Vote for two candidates.  

Deborah J. Kenny 
PhD, RN, FAAN 
Associate Professor                                                                                   
University of Colorado, Colorado Springs  
Beth-El College of Nursing & Health Sciences

Leadership Profile:  
Deborah Kenny is an Associate Professor at the University of Colorado, Colorado Springs and was named to the 
inaugural Carole Schoffstall Endowed Professorship at the Helen and Arthur E. Johnson Beth-El College of Nursing 
and Health Sciences in 2010. Prior to that she spent almost 24 years as an Army Nurse Corps Officer where she held 
numerous progressive leadership positions.  Dr. Kenny’s last military assignment was Executive Director of the Tri-
Service Nursing Research Program, located at the Uniformed Services University in Bethesda, MD. In this position, 
she was responsible for managing nursing research grants for the Army, Navy and Air Force. Dr. Kenny was inducted 
into the American Academy of Nursing in 2010. Since then she has been active on the Military/Veteran Expert panel 
and more recently, the Bioethics Expert Panel. Currently, Dr. Kenny is one of the Bioethics Panel representatives to 
the planning committee for the 2017 Policy Dialogue advocating for vulnerable children and youth. She has been a 
multiyear supporter to the Rheba de Tornyay development fund. Dr. Kenny was recently appointed by the Colorado 
governor to the Colorado Children’s Trust Fund Board of Directors, where she is a policy advocate for the health and 
well-being of children in the state. Dr. Kenny is also an Ambassador for FNINR, ensuring policy-makers know of the 
importance of continued NINR funding for nursing research. She has several funded studies and her research focus is 
on military nurses and female veterans.  
 

Candidate Statement:  
I would consider it a great honor to serve on the Ethics Committee for the Academy. I strongly believe upright morals 
and principles should provide an operational foundation both personally and organizationally. Throughout my career, 
my highest value has been espousing ethical comportment in every avenue, from education to research reviews and 
with my own research. Philosophically, I realize that ethical issues are generally very complex and need to be examined 
from diverse vantage points and on different levels in order to come to satisfactory resolution. I also realize that orga-
nizational policy needs to be derived from a solid moral underpinning. If elected, and if pressed into duty for ethical 
issues, I plan to scrutinize and investigate any issue thoroughly before coming to a definitive decision. I have experi-
ence in various capacities that would enable me to promote the strategic plan of the Academy and uphold the highest 
standards for ethics. I have training in ethics from the Midwest Bioethics Center and the Georgetown Kennedy Institute 
of Ethics. I currently serve as the Chair of our university’s Institutional Review Board and the Research Compliance 
Committee. I have seen firsthand how unawareness, competition and constraints can lead one to begin down the slip-
pery slope of unscrupulous behavior. I believe foremost that education can be the best prevention of potential unethical 
actions. If elected, I will work assiduously to uphold the Academy’s strategic goals, particularly Goal #4 in safeguard-
ing the Academy’s organizational excellence and integrity. tation if this would be deemed necessary. 
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Candidates for Ethics Committee 
Three-year term. Vote for two candidates.  

Tracy Klein 
PhD, ARNP, FAANP, FRE, FAAN 
Assistant Professor  
Washington State University College of Nursing

Leadership Profile:  
Tracy Klein’s service on the leadership committee would be her nitial primary committee experience with the Acad-
emy. She has extensive leadership experience on the state, regional, and national level. Currently, Dr. Klein is a 
Board member of the American Association of Nurse Practitioners and ARNP United in Washington. She is also the 
Vice-Chair of the Oregon Pharmaceutical and Therapeutics Committee and the only nurse member on this key deci-
sion-making policy committee for the Oregon Health Authority. Her prior leadership experience includes six years as 
the Chair of the Oregon Sexual Assault Nurse Examiners Commission, two years as the Chair of the American College 
of Nurse Practitioners Health Policy Committee, and a decade of regulatory work chairing state rulemaking and poli-
cymaking committees. She has also served as a two-time member of the National Council of State Boards of Nursing’s 
APRN committee where she worked to develop model rules and credentialing guidance for state licensure. Dr. Klein 
looks forward to serving the Academy on the Ethics Committee, which she feels is well-suited to her leadership experi-
ence and potential.

Candidate Statement:  
My prior contributions in multiple leadership roles support the skills and discretion needed for the Ethics Committee 
position. I have 15 years of experience as a policy analyst and consultant for advanced practice nursing in the state of 
Oregon. In this position, I was often involved in confidential, disciplinary and evaluative investigations regarding peers 
and colleagues. I understand and demonstrate competence in objective and well-documented fact finding with sensi-
tive issues. I have broad knowledge of administrative, state, and federal law and policy as well as professional nursing 
standards of practice. I’ve written and/or contributed to numerous resources analyzing and synthesizing ethical topics 
into formats such as educational surveys and recommendations, investigatory reports, oral presentations, and original 
research manuscripts. I currently serve on the Oregon State Pharmaceutical and Therapeutics Committee, requiring 
monthly meetings in executive session to review recommendations regarding pharmaceutical costs and use. I also have 
6 years of past experience as the Chair of the Oregon Sexual Assault Nurse Examiners Commission, which required 
review of confidential medical charts for victims of sexual assault in order to assess and remediate (if needed) nurse 
examiners in their evaluations and forensic exam skills. In addition to my academic and clinical practice,  I currently 
serve as an expert on legal cases regarding scope and standards of practice, and have consulted on or authored multi-
ple regulatory and ethical policies. I am confident that I could provide well-grounded analysis of ethical and practice 
dilemmas, and have extensive experience with evidentiary fact-finding.
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Candidates for Fellow Selection Committee 
Two-year term. Vote for three candidates.  

Robin B. Knobel Dail 
PhD, RN, FAAN 
Associate Dean for Faculty Affairs and Professor,                                                                              
University of South Carolina School of Nursing 

Leadership Profile:  
Robin Dail is currently Associate Dean for Faculty Affairs and Professor in the College of Nursing at University of 
South Carolina, in Columbia, South Carolina. She was previously a faculty member at Duke University for nine years. 
A Robert Wood Johnson Nurse Faculty Scholar (2010-2013) and an Amy V. Cockcroft Leadership Fellow (2016-2017), 
she has served as President of the Beta Epsilon Chapter of Sigma Theta Tau International Nursing Honor Society and 
Chair of American Nurses Foundation Nursing Research Grant Review Committee.  
 

Candidate Statement:  
I would welcome the opportunity to serve as a member of the Fellowship Selection Committee. My commitment to 
valuing diversity and assembling diverse work groups make me an ideal candidate to identify outstanding, diverse  
future Fellows to advance the Academy’s mission and goals. If elected, I will bring my commitment to the work of 
fellow selection.  
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Candidates for Fellow Selection Committee 
Two-year term. Vote for three candidates.  

Nancy O. DeBasio 
PhD, RN, FAAN 
President, Research College of Nursing  

Leadership Profile:  
Nancy DeBasio is President of Research College of Nursing, a position she has held since 1992.  Prior to this Dr. 
DeBasio was the Associate Dean for Academic Affairs at the College. As a member of the American Association of 
Colleges of Nursing (AACN) Board of Directors, Dr. DeBasio served as Chair of the Government Affairs Committee.  
During her tenure, the number of state grassroots liaisons doubled in each state which increased the impact of deans in 
both the state and national policy-making arenas.  In addition, Dr. DeBasio served as chair and treasurer of the Jesuit 
Conference of Nursing Programs and served as president and secretary of the Greater Kansas Collegiate Nurse Edu-
cators. Dr. DeBasio served as the Chair of the Nursing Centralized Application Service (NCAS) Advisory Group until 
November 2016, a joint effort by AACN and Liaison International to increase enrollments across programs and to 
reduce duplicated enrollment count.  Approximately 200 nursing programs participate in NCAS with a total of 126,678 
applications filed in this cycle. This service provides more accurate data to inform policy decisions regarding nursing 
workforce. She continues to serve as a member of the Advisory Group.  Dr. DeBasio served as the co-leader in the 
establishment of a regional model for clinical faculty preparation which has provided training for over 1000 clinical 
faculty.  President DeBasio also led the complex transition of a private college sponsored by a not for profit hospital to 
a strong academic-practice partnership with a national proprietary health system. 

Candidate Statement:  
As a member of the Academy, I believe it is my responsibility to participate in the organization.  As a new Fellow in 
2012, I indicated an interest in the area of development.  In Fall 2015 I was appointed to the Development Committee 
which provided me with the opportunity to become engaged in work to support the sustainability of the Academy’s 
policy initiatives. Through the committee’s efforts I realized It was essential to elevate the level of awareness of new 
and existing Fellows as to their role in the Academy’s development efforts.  In addition, it became clear the next several 
years will be critical as the wave of retirements of senior leaders and scientists impacts the Academy. Selection of 
individuals must be based not only on their capacity to contribute to our mission and vision but on their passion and 
commitment to do so   As a member of the Fellow Selection Committee, I would utilize my broad background in both 
education and practice to identify those individuals who represent the rich diversity of our profession and whose work 
has advanced the science of nursing and healthcare. It is an honor to be on the ballot for the Fellow Selection Commit-
tee.  If elected, I will do my best to select candidates who will represent the vision and mission of the Academy.
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Candidates for Fellow Selection Committee 
Two-year term. Vote for three candidates.  

Deborah Parham Hopson 
PhD, RN, FAAN 
Senior Health Advisor 
Health Resources and Services Administration 

Leadership Profile:  
Deborah Parham Hopson is the Senior Health Advisor for the Health Resources and Services Administration (HRSA), 
the primary Federal agency focused on improving access to health care for people who are geographically isolated, eco-
nomically or medically vulnerable. As Senior Health Advisor, Dr. Parham Hopson provides expert guidance on national 
and global public health issues, programs, policies and initiatives to the entire HRSA leadership team. Prior to assum-
ing this position, she was the director of HRSA’s HIV/AIDS Bureau, the first nurse to serve in that leadership role.   
In that position, she managed the $2.4 billion Ryan White HIV/AIDS Program and a multi-million dollar portfolio of 
global HIV/AIDS programs in Africa, Asia, and the Caribbean. Dr. Parham Hopson is a Rear Admiral in the United 
States Public Health Service, one of the seven uniformed services in the U.S.  She currently serves on the Board of 
Directors of the National Quality Forum and the Patient Advocate Foundation and she recently completed three terms 
on the Foundation Board of the University of North Carolina School of Global Public Health.

Candidate Statement:  
It is a privilege to stand for election to the Fellow Selection Committee of the American Academy of Nursing. I was 
inducted into the Academy in 2008.  During that same Academy annual meeting, I began my service to the organization 
when I gave an invited presentation to the plenary entitled, “Nursing Contributions to Global Health.” Upon induction, 
I immediately joined the Emerging and Infectious Diseases Expert Panel and currently serve on the Expert Panel on 
Environmental and Public Health. During my tenure in the Academy, I have had the privilege to sponsor fellow Public 
Health Service nurses to become Academy members. If elected to serve on the Fellow Selection Committee, I commit 
to working with all committee members to carefully review all applicants and select those nurses who best reflect lead-
ership in our profession and commitment to ideals of the American Academy of Nursing. 
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Candidates for Fellow Selection Committee 
Two-year term. Vote for three candidates.  

David M. Keepnews 
PhD, JD, RN, NEA-BC, FAAN 
Dean and Professor, LIU-Brooklyn 
Harriet Rothkopf Heilbrunn School of Nursing 

Leadership Profile:  
David M. Keepnews is Dean and Professor, Harriet Rothkopf Heilbrunn School of Nursing at Long Island Univer-
sity in Brooklyn NY, where he also holds the Harriet Rothkopf Heilbrunn Endowed Chair in Nursing. A member of 
the American Academy of Nursing Board of Directors from 2010 to 2016, he is a 2016 graduate of the Robert Wood 
Johnson Foundation Executive Nurse Fellows program.

Prior to his service on the Academy Board, Dr. Keepnews served on the Fellow Selection Committee and as Chair of 
the Bylaws Committee. Previously, he served in elected and appointed leadership positions with the American Nurses 
Association (ANA), Sigma Theta Tau International, the National League for Nursing, the Washington State Nurses 
Association, the Massachusetts Association of Registered Nurses, and ANA-New York. He has also served in profes-
sional and executive staff positions with ANA and the New York Academy of Medicine.

Dr. Keepnews was Editor-in-Chief of Policy, Politics & Nursing Practice for a decade. He is currently a member of 
the Editorial Board of Hispanic Healthcare International and a member of the Journal Oversight Committee for the 
American Journal of Nursing. He has been a Fellow of the American Academy of Nursing since 1999 and a Fellow of 
the New York Academy of Medicine since 2005. 
 
Candidate Statement:  
I have served the Academy in several capacities since my induction in 1999. These include previous service on the 
Fellow Selection Committee; chairing the Bylaws Committee; and serving six years on the Board of Directors, includ-
ing two years as Secretary. 

My experience and my thorough familiarity with the Academy will enable me to make important contributions to the 
Fellow Selection Committee.  Fellow Selection, of course, is a key function of the Academy—it not only upholds 
our standards for Fellowship, it is the means through which we ensure that a broad array of nursing leaders come into 
the Academy and contribute to its strength and reach. If we fail to recognize contributions of nurses in a variety of 
fields—academia, research, clinical practice, service, and policy—we risk weakening the Academy’s impact.

In the past few years, the Committee has significantly improved its capacity to recognize a wider variety of contribu-
tions. In particular, recognizing contributions to policy is critical to the Academy’s mission and focus. But we need to 
continue to build an Academy that is more diverse—culturally, geographically, politically, as well as in terms of roles 
and areas of expertise.  

Although I am currently in an academic role, my broader expertise and contributions have been in health policy. This 
is one area in which I hope to continue strengthening the Committee’s capacity. Combined with my solid knowledge 
of the Academy as an organization, I believe I can offer significant contributions to the Committee’s work if given the 
opportunity.
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Candidates for Fellow Selection Committee 
Two-year term. Vote for three candidates.  

Gloria J. McNeal 
PhD, ACNS-BC, FAAN 
Dean, School of Health and Human Services 
National University 

Leadership Profile:  
Gloria McNeal has held leadership positions as Founding Dean, Associate Dean, Assistant Dean and Director of grad-
uate level nursing programs at private and public academic institutions, and currently serves as Dean of the School 
of Health and Human Services at National University, overseeing 3500 students, 300 faculty and three Departments: 
Nursing, Community Health and Health Sciences.  Her experience with grants, securing over $12 million in extramu-
ral funding, includes two current HRSA grant initiatives for which she serves as PI: one to prepare military corpsman 
to earn the BSN credential, and a second to establish a nurse led clinic. Dr. McNeal has served as a Fellow of the 
RWJF Executive Nurse Fellows Program, and Fellow of the AACN Leadership for Academic Nursing Program. Her 
RWJF Fellowship led to an appointment to the California Action Coalition, charged to implement the 8 recommenda-
tions of the IOM Report on The Future of Nursing, a landmark publication for which Dr. McNeal served as an invited 
contributor. She has received numerous proclamations and certificates of recognition conferred by Pennsylvania, New 
Jersey and California federal, state and municipal elected officials for her work in addressing the healthcare needs 
of the underserved.  Authoring over 140 journal articles, books, book chapters, abstracts and editorials, she is the 
past Editor of The ABNF Journal, overseeing an editorial board of 30 academicians holding faculty appointments at 
nursing schools nationwide.  She is a former Navy Nurse Corps Officer earning two medals of commendation, and a 
former recipient of the coveted Academy Media Award. 

Candidate Statement:  
As a member of the Fellow Selection Committee I pledge my commitment to uphold the Mission of the Academy in 
reviewing the applications of potential candidates seeking to be named Academy Fellows. I believe that my prior lead-
ership activities have well prepared me to execute the duties of this Committee; for, it is imperative that the discipline 
of nursing continues to identify and select leaders, who can significantly contribute to the national and international 
discourse on the health of this nation and the world. Health promotion and disease prevention interventional strategies 
have long been recognized as initiatives that lead to better healthcare outcomes. For several decades, I have served as 
the director of grant funded nurse led-clinics providing primary care services for underserved communities in Philadel-
phia, Newark, and Watts Los Angeles. In this role, I have learned firsthand of the need to fully understand the political 
forces driving the healthcare delivery system. The voice of the discipline of nursing is too often muted, in our endeavor 
to secure a prominent seat at the table. The current dialogue regarding healthcare reform continues to occur with very 
limited participation of nursing health professionals. Our persistent efforts cannot be permitted to wane, as we seek 
to ensure that the leadership of the nursing discipline is assisted to be at the forefront of the healthcare debate.  As a 
discipline we can help to achieve better healthcare outcomes, and with continued strong leadership we can guide the 
intellectual discourse to accomplish that goal.
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Candidates for Fellow Selection Committee 
Two-year term. Vote for three candidates.  

Lorraine B. Robbins 
PhD, RN, FNP-BC, FAAN  
Associate Professor 
Michigan State University College of Nursing 

Leadership Profile:  
Lorraine Robbins is an Associate Professor in the Michigan State University College of Nursing. From Fall 
2015-Spring 2017, she chaired the College Advisory Committee and served as Chair of the Faculty. As PI, she led 
interdisciplinary teams to conduct studies, including two that were NIH-funded to test the feasibility (R21HL090705; 
2009-2011) and then efficacy (R01HL109101; 2011-2016) of a physical activity intervention with over 1500 under-
served, urban 5th–8th grade girls. She made seminal contributions toward achieving the Academy’s goal of shaping 
healthy behaviors through her grant awards (>$4 million total).  
 
Dr. Robbins delivered the keynote address at the 2013 1st International Conference on Research in Health Promotion 
and Disease Prevention in Barranquilla, Columbia. In 2016, she served as visiting scholar at Autonomous University 
in Mexico. She is a former member of the Journal of School Nursing Editorial Advisory Board and current member of 
the Editorial Consultants Board. She received the MNRS New Investigator and Senior Researcher Awards and served 
as past chair of the Adolescent Health Research Section. Her research was featured in the MSU President’s Report; 
a Michigan Society for Adolescent Medicine publication; the 2016 book “Shaping Nursing Science and Improving 
Health: The Michigan Legacy”; a 2016 Capital Area (Lansing) Women’s Lifestyle Magazine article “Careers for 
Consideration: Taking Nursing to the Next Level”; and on a billboard in Lansing. Her leadership experiences make her 
poised to work with Fellow Selection Committee members to ensure identification of a membership that will contrib-
ute to the continued excellence of the Academy.  
 

Candidate Statement:  
I would like to be elected to the Fellow Selection Committee because I believe that our Academy is a high-impact or-
ganization that is growing through our diverse selection of members. I am currently on the Global Nursing and Health 
Expert Panel, and have represented the Academy Choosing Wisely campaign as an invited speaker in West Virginia.  
As a member of the Fellow Selection Committee, I would bring my extensive background in  nursing and interpro-
fessional education to advance nurses from all areas of the United States and the world who have made outstanding 
contributions to nursing and health care. I would work to assure continued growth in the expertise and policy develop-
ment our members provide to advance the vision and mission of the Academy.  
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Candidates for Fellow Selection Committee 
Two-year term. Vote for three candidates.  

Eloisa G. Taméz 
PhD, RN, FAAN 
Professor & Assistant Director Graduate Nursing 
Education and Research, School of Nursing
University of Texas Rio Grande Valley  

Leadership Profile:  
Eloisa G. Taméz is Professor and Assistant Director Graduate Nursing Education and Research in the School of Nurs-
ing at the University of Texas Rio Grande Valley (UTRGV).  Dr. Taméz began her academic career in 2000 following 
notable success in nursing practice. She held various positions through her commission in the United States Army 
Reserve (USAR), Nurse Corp (NC), the Department of Veterans Affairs and various private sector health care organi-
zations.  Dr. Taméz has been awarded consecutive HRSA Traineeship grants for students since the 2005-2006 academic 
year.  Additionally, three consecutive Borderplex grants were awarded to build capacity at the University of Texas 
Brownsville/Texas Southmost College for a Family Psychiatric-Mental Health Nurse Practitioner Program.  This infra-
structure development culminated in receiving a HRSA award to continue to develop the nurse practitioner program in 
collaboration with the University of Texas Health Science Center, School of Nursing, in San Antonio, Texas.  The most 
recent outcome of this work is the award of the Valley Baptist Legacy Foundation Grant, the first collaborative (UTB 
and UTPA grant) to finalize and implement this program at the inauguration of UTRGVon September 1, 2015. Dr. Ta-
mez received the “A” Proficiency Designator, the highest award that is given in recognition of professional leadership 
within the Army Medical Department.  In 2008, she received the Henry B. Gonzalez Human Rights Award granted by 
the Texas Civil Rights Project for her extensive work on social justice issues affecting vulnerable populations in the 
Texas-Mexico Border.   
 
Candidate Statement:  
It is with great honor that I volunteer my time to serve in this essential committee as a service to our most worthy 
professional nurses in our national and global community. My commitment to my colleagues is conduct valued with 
integrity and objectivity in the review of the many excellent biographies that will be managed by this committee.  My 
commitment to my colleagues is devotion of selfless time and energy to assure the best possible outcome for our wor-
thy candidates
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Candidates for Fellow Selection Committee 
Two-year term. Vote for three candidates.  

Tener Goodwin Veenema 
PhD, MPH, MS, RN, FAAN 
Associate Professor and Pediatric ENP
Johns Hopkins School of Nursing  

Leadership Profile:  
Tener Veenema is an internationally recognized subject matter expert in disaster nursing and public health prepared-
ness. Dr. Veenema is an Associate Professor and Pediatric Emergency Nurse Practitioner at the Johns Hopkins School 
of Nursing and Center for Humanitarian Health at the Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health and President  
& CEO of Tener Consulting Group, LLC. Dr. Veenema is the editor of Disaster Nursing and Emergency Preparedness 
for Chemical, Biological and Radiological Terrorism and Other Hazards, 3rd edition (AJN Book of the Year Award and 
leading textbook in the field) and Disaster Nursing, an innovative App for the I-phone/ I-pad. She has served as Senior 
Scientist to the US Government, including the Department of Health and Human Services (DHHS), Administration 
for Children and Families, Department of Homeland Security, Department of Veterans Affairs (VA), and most recently 
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Dr. Veenema is a member of the American Red Cross National 
Scientific Advisory Board and an elected fellow in both the National Academies of Practice and the American Acad-
emy of Nursing (2009). She currently serves on the National Academy of Medicine CDC Committee on the Strategic 
National Stockpile. Dr. Veenema was awarded a prestigious Fulbright U.S. Scholar Award (Royal College of Surgeons 
in Ireland, 2017), will serve as the Visiting Research Scholar to Finders University (Australia, summer 2017) and was 
awarded the Florence Nightingale Medal of Honor (International Red Crescent, Geneva, Switzerland, 2013), the high-
est international award a nurse can receive. 
 

Candidate Statement:  
As a fellow in the American Academy of Nursing, I am currently actively involved in the Expert Panel on Emerging 
Infectious Disease and on the Development Committee. I have been privileged to work with my colleagues on our Ex-
pert Panel and with the Expert Panel on Environmental and Public Health to develop a policy brief addressing National 
Nurse Readiness for Infectious Disease Emergencies. I will continue to work to advance the strategic agenda of the 
Academy and to create leadership opportunities for nurses by advancing policies that position nursing as the solution 
to health care reform and as a critical component of the National Health Security Strategy. I welcome the opportunity 
to serve on the Fellow Selection Committee to continue to grow our membership and simultaneously acknowledge the 
phenomenal work nurses are doing, and ultimately to strengthen the advocacy & policy initiatives of our Academy. 

.  
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Candidates for Fellow Selection Committee 
Two-year term. Vote for three candidates.  

Margarete L. Zalon 
PhD, RN, ACNS-BC, FAAN 
Professor of Nursing
Director, Online MS in Health Informatics Program
University of Scranton 

Leadership Profile:  
Margarete Zalon is a Professor of Nursing at the University of Scranton and directs the University’s health informatics 
master’s program.  She teaches health policy, adult health nursing, research and population health for health informatics. 
Her research focuses on the care of vulnerable elders. She also chairs her University’s Institutional Review Board. Dr. 
Zalon has served in numerous leadership roles including Pennsylvania State Nurses Association president, American Nurses 
Credentialing Center (ANCC) vice-president and American Nurses Association (ANA) Director-at-Large.  She served on 
the ANA board’s Appointments Committee, the ANA Committee on Honorary Awards, and ANCC’s Research Council. Dr. 
Zalon served as trustee, treasurer, and then chairperson of the Board of Trustees of the American Nurses Foundation (ANF). 
During her tenure as chairperson, ANF had the largest portfolio of research grants at that point in its history. Currently, she is 
the president of the Nursing Foundation of Pennsylvania. At the local level, Dr. Zalon served on the board of the Northeast 
Pennsylvania Affiliate of Susan G. Komen for the Cure and chairs its grants committee. In this role, she has been responsible 
for distributing annual breast cancer screening, education, and support grants to agencies that primarily serve underinsured 
and uninsured women. Dr. Zalon helped form and is a co-convener for the Northeast Pennsylvania (I) Regional Action Coa-
lition for the Future of Nursing. She is a member of the Acute and Critical Care Expert Panel, and supports the annual fund. 

Candidate Statement:  
I would be honored to serve on the Fellow Selection Committee. I am committed to advancing the Academy’s goals 
by selecting fellows who meet the fellowship criteria and reflect the Academy’s commitment to diversity. I have been 
privileged to serve in leadership roles in the Pennsylvania State Nurses Association, the American Nurses Association, 
the American Nurses Foundation, American Nurses Credentialing Center, and local community organizations and 
thus, understand the importance of identifying leaders who will advance the Academy’s goals. Having served as ANA 
board liaison to the Academy, being active on the Acute and Critical Care Expert Panel, attending the annual meetings, 
and serving on the Nominations Committee has familiarized me with the Academy’s initiatives and has also provided 
the opportunity to meet many of you. I greatly appreciate the collaboration that takes place among fellows in order to 
transform health care policy through nursing knowledge. The Academy’s strength is dependent upon using the fel-
lows’ talents to achieve its mission. The Fellow Selection Committee’s work is important to the future of the Academy 
in enabling it to strengthen efforts to enhance the effectiveness of our health care system. As your elected represen-
tative, I would take the Fellow Selection Committee responsibilities very seriously. I am committed to applying the 
selection criteria fairly and working with my committee colleagues to select fellows who have demonstrated that they 
are ready to engage in the important work of the Academy in achieving its mission. I respectfully ask for your support 
and your vote.
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Candidates for Nominating Committee 
Three-year term. Vote for three candidates.  

Rhonda M. Anderson 
DNSc(h), MPA, RN, FACHE, FAAN 
Chief Executive Officer 
Cardon Children’s Medical Center 

Leadership Profile:  
Rhonda Anderson is committed to the use and dissemination of the Academy’s evidence-based practices and public 
policy positions in all the work that she does. She has used the knowledge gained from her Academy participation to 
influence other organizations public policies and practices as relevant and related subjects are discussed. In serving on 
the American Hospital Association, the Joint Commission, Joint Commission International, American Organization of 
Nurse Executives and American College of Healthcare Executive Boards and leadership positions, Dr. Anderson has 
brought the Academy’s perspective to the discussion.  In many situations this perspective has helped to align that orga-
nization’s policy or perspective with that of the Academy.  Over the years her active participation in  the Academy has 
consisted of being  involved in expert panels and the Fellow Selection Committee.  Rhonda Anderson looks forward to 
serving the Academy again on the Nominating Committee. 
 
Candidate Statement:  
The nominating Committee plays an important role in the Academy.  In order to promulgate solid and visionary lead-
ership with diverse perspectives from various parts of the country and profession the committee members should have 
some of those same qualifications and characteristics.  As a candidate for the nominating committee I have some of 
these qualifications.  I have practiced in three different regions of the country and broadened my network from the 
East coast to the West coast and from healthcare organizations to academe. I have been a member of five organizations 
nominating committees and chaired two Governance committees. I am currently Chair of a College of Nursings Board 
Governance Committee. In those roles I have been instrumental in developing effective vetting and application review 
processes to achieve the goals set by each organizations nominating/governance committee. I know my previous and 
current experience in nominating and governance at the State and National level makes me an excellent candidate for 
the Academy’s nominating committee.
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Candidates for Nominating Committee 
Three-year term. Vote for three candidates.  

Audwin B. Fletcher 
PhD, APRN, FNP-BC, FAAN
Professor 
University of Mississippi Medical Center 
School of Nursing  

Leadership Profile:  
Audwin Fletcher has a varied and rich nursing background. He is a tenured professor at the University of Mississippi 
Medical Center School of Nursing. Currently, he is the Director of the Family Nurse Practitioner and Adult Gerontol-
ogy Acute Care Nurse Practitioner tracks; Immediate Past Director of Multicultural Affairs; and the Coordinator of 
Graduate Clinical Practice. Dr. Fletcher earned his Bachelors of Arts degree in Psychology/Biology from Mississippi 
State University in 1990. He received his Bachelors of Science in Nursing and Masters of Science in Nursing degrees 
from UMC SON in 1992 and 1998, respectively. And in 2003, he received his PhD from the School of Health Related 
Profession at UMC. Dr. Fletcher’s journalistic contributions to reducing health disparities in communities of color are 
evident in his numerous manuscripts, book chapters and reviews. He serves on numerous boards for civic, professional 
and health related organizations - locally in Mississippi, regionally and nationally. His research interests include: child-
hood obesity; men’s health; chronic illnesses; and access to care to the African American community. He has dedicated 
is entire nursing career to quality care of his patients, community outreach and promotion of optimal health care in the 
African American community. 
 
Candidate Statement:  
The American Academy of Nursing is as strong or weak as the sum total of its parts…Being an intricate “part” of the 
sum total of meeting the Academy’s mission of diversity and inclusion, I seek this position. It would my privilege to 
serve on the nominating committee for the Academy. I was inducted into the Academy in 2011. My desire is to become 
more intimately involved with Academy. If elected I vow to uphold the mission of the Academy and will seek to fur-
ther the overall mission of the Academy’s commitment to diversity and inclusion - modeling diversity, inclusivity and 
equity in all aspects of the organization’s performance. To accomplish this effectively, the Academy must foster diver-
sity among the Fellowship, and promote inclusivity in their efforts. Achieving both diversity and inclusivity requires 
that the Academy (1) have a Fellowship and leaders who reflect the increasingly diverse society we serve and the broad 
scope of contributions of leaders across nursing; (2) offer sufficient opportunities for engaging all Fellows in the work 
of the Academy; and (3) develop and align policies and practices to achieve these goals.recruitment of the strongest 
possible candidates.  
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Candidates for Nominating Committee 
Three-year term. Vote for three candidates.  

Joyce E. Johnson 
PhD, RN, NEA-BC, FAAN 
Associate Professor 
The Catholic University of America 

Leadership Profile:  
Joyce Johnson currently holds the position of Associate Professor at The Catholic University of America in Washington, 
D.C. Prior appointments include CNO at Robert Wood Johnson University Hospital and Associate Dean & Clinical Profes-
sor at Rutgers University School of Nursing in New Brunswick, New Jersey. Earlier successes include CNO and Hospital 
Operations Chief at both Georgetown University Hospital and Washington Hospital Center in Washington, DC. 

Dr. Johnson has lectured throughout the country, received numerous regional & national awards, and has offered testimo-
ny on contemporary health care issues for several Congressional committees. A prolific author, she serves on the editorial 
boards of several nursing journals and periodicals, and for 13 years founded and published Nursing Connections, the first 
nationally refereed scholarly journal published from a practice setting. Dr. Johnson served on the Boards of the National 
League for Nursing, the American Organization for Nurse Executives (AONE) and the Board of Visitors for the George-
town University School of Nursing and Health Science. 

As a Fellow in the Academy, Dr. Johnson has participated as a member of the Fellow Selection Committee, the Magnet 
and Healthcare System Excellence Expert Panels, and achieved designation as an early AAN EdgeRunner. Additionally, 
she most recently served two terms on AONE’s National Educational Committee.

Currently, Dr. Johnson actively mentors worthy candidates to achieve the rigor required in Fellowship application, and she 
continues to further nursing practice with specific attention to preparing advanced practice nurses to establish independent 
ambulatory practices in alignment with selected 2010 IOM recommendations.  
 
Candidate Statement:  
In addition to Academy work, my association experience extends to numerous committee, task force and board member 
appointments with AONE, NLN, and the American Hospital Association, among others. Long-term contributions also 
include providing testimony and presentations to Congressional representatives on Capitol Hill. As a result of these experi-
ences and combined with my academic-practice collaborations, my professional network extends from practice, academia 
and the political environment to military Academy members, and to those members with entrepreneurial expertise in 
developing/distributing products and services that impact clinical and academic practice. A rich, varied network becomes 
important as the work of the nominations committee largely centers on identifying likely leadership candidates sufficiently 
equipped to move the Academy’s strategic agenda forward. 

Since the Academy’s effectiveness and success rests on identifying members eager and capable of transforming our profes-
sion within the context of the AAN agenda, I believe that effective association leadership must reflect the diversity inherent 
in its membership. The importance of a heathy disparate mix of nursing leaders cannot be overstated particularly during 
these challenging political times and practice transformations. Such diversity ultimately attracts emerging and established vi-
sionary Fellows to serve in key leadership positions. While advocating for equity, diversity and inclusivity may hallmark effective 
committee deliberations, only candidate rosters demonstrate solid commitment. 

I am eager to contribute to the work of the Nominations Committee, and I look forward to identifying worthy candidates from 
academia, business and practice to enrich, grow and advance the Academy. As a member of the nominating committee I will rep-
resent the best interests of the membership.  Based on the expectations the Academy has of a nominating committee member I will 
assist in identifying and recruiting  members for the board of directors, fellow selection committee, and nominating committee and 
cultivating officers for the  board. I know the importance of working as a team member and will fulfill my role accordingly.  
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Candidates for Nominating Committee 
Three-year term. Vote for three candidates.  

Lusine Poghosyan 
PhD, MPH, RN, FAAN 
Assistant Professor,  
Columbia University School of Nursing 

Leadership Profile:  
Lusine Poghosyan has contributed to advancing the Academy’s strategic agenda by leading the Primary Care Expert 
Panel and also generating evidence crucial for supporting the Academy’s strategic agenda. She is the Co-Chair Appoin-
tee of the Primary Care Expert Panel at the Academy, and will lead the expert panel until 2019 (then lead co-chair). 
As a Co-Chair Appointee (2016-2017), she contributed to the development of the Advanced Practice Registered Nurse 
(APRN) Full Practice Authority Position Paper Dissemination Plan for the expert panel. The expert panel’s dissemi-
nation plan included a wide audience to ensure broad dissemination. Working with the Lead Co-Chair of the Expert 
Panel, a position she will resume next year, Dr. Poghosyan assisted in developing the Panel’s Action Plan for the 
upcoming year to advance the Academy’s strategic agenda. Furthermore, the central question in her scholarship to date 
has focused on how to better position nurses, both APRNs and RNs, within the health care system in the U.S. to obtain 
maximum value from their role and assure patients receive high quality safe care. She secured R01, two R03, RWJF, 
ANF and other funding to study this critical question. Given the Academy’s focus on APRN scope of practice and the 
initiative with the Macy Foundation on RNs in primary care, her research also helps to promote the Academy’s agenda. 
 

Candidate Statement:  
I hope to become a member of the Nominating Committee and help the Academy to identify candidates for the Board 
and committee positions. I will actively recruit members for the Board of Directors, the Ethics Committee, the Nom-
inating Committee, and the Fellow Selection Committee using my networks in nursing and beyond. I have leadership 
positions at the Academy, AcademyHealth, and Eastern Nursing Research Society (ENRS) and these positions will 
enhance my recruitment efforts. As a Co-Chair and leader of the Primary Care Expert panel until 2019, I will publicize 
and encourage the members of the Expert panel to apply for leadership positions at the Academy. I am also the past-
chair for the Advisory Board of the AcademyHealth’s Interdisciplinary Research Group on Nursing Issues (IRGNI) 
where I also served as a member-at-large (2013-2015), chair (2015-2016), and past-chair (2016-2017). As a past-chair 
of IRGNI, which also has many Fellows as members, I will inform them about available positions on the Board and 
will help them to apply for leadership positions.  I am also a member of the Awards Committee (2017-2019) of ENRS. 
Many members of ENRS are also fellows at the Academy. I will be actively involved in encouraging them to apply for 
leadership positions at the Academy. In summary, I will make every effort to increase awareness about the leadership 
opportunities at the Academy and recruit diverse and accomplished members for the positions.    
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Candidates for Nominating Committee 
Three-year term. Vote for three candidates.  

Nancy M. Valentine, 
PhD, MPH, RN, FNAP, FAAN
Associate Dean and Professor 
University of Illinois College of Nursing  

Leadership Profile:  
Nancy Valentine, currently Associate Dean for Practice, Policy and Partnerships and Professor, Health System Science, 
at the University of Illinois, College of Nursing, has transitioned from health systems practice to an academic setting 
thus expanding her knowledge of how nurses practice and contribute in various settings. 

Dr. Valentine originated the CAN-TV program for consumer health in Wayne, PA entitled Dr. Nancy RN: Healthy 
World, Healthy Nation, Healthy You and developed a similar format under the auspices of UIC CON and CAN-TV, 
Chicago entitled Health Affairs from A-Z. www.DrNancyRN.com.

As a founding board member of American Psychiatric Nurses Association, Dr. Valentine also worked to establish the 
APNA foundation. She is a Fellow in the National Academy of Practice as well as past president of the Friends of the 
National Institute of Nursing Research. She received an honorary degree from Regis College (Weston, MA) and was 
the first nurse to receive such a degree from Regis.  She served for a decade as the first nurse on their board of trustees. 
In addition, Dr. Valentine was a member of the J and J Wharton Fellows class of 2007 and attended the University of 
Notre Dame, Mendoza College of Business, Executive Integral Leadership Program in 2002.

Nancy Valentine’s prior roles include VP of Nursing at Boston City Hospital, McLean Hospital, CNO for the Depart-
ment of Veterans Affairs, VP Health Policy and Strategy at Cigna, and system Senior VP and CNO, Main Line Health, 
Bryn Mawr, PA. 
 
Candidate Statement:  
Since being elected to the Academy in 1992, I have fostered the applications of numerous Fellows, and previously 
served on the Selection Committee. As a regular attendee to the annual meetings, I enjoy keeping current on a wide 
array of topics as well as networking with others nationally. Participation on the Psychiatric-Mental Health Expert 
Panel as well as the original Magnet Panel, now known as Building Health Care System Excellence Expert Panel, has 
allowed me to meet a broad spectrum of psych-mental health experts as well as nurse executives. I believe that the 
Academy is best served by a diverse board as defined by ethnicity, age, gender and professional background. I would 
endeavor to work with the nominating committee to develop a broad slate of candidates to reflect the amazing talent 
pool of Academy members. 
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